For those projects requiring a special edge profile for stair treads and pool or wall coping, Hanover® offers four styles of profile cutting, A, B, C or D. Now the designer can maintain one continuous paving pattern, including the edge piece. Custom color and aggregate blending is also available.

Hanover® Prest® pavers, high density, hydraulically pressed concrete units, are manufactured to 1/8” tolerances and produced by subjecting the concrete mix to a minimum pressure of 1,000 pounds per square inch over the entire surface area. This results in a product with the density and strength of natural stone.

Our Tudor® finish is a specialized texture designed to be "Natural" and practical. It has a non-directional surface finish which exposes the aggregate delicately, giving the paver a granite-like appearance, slip resistant properties and the ability to withstand snow removal and freeze thaw conditions.

Custom coloring and aggregate specifications can be accommodated by our technical staff.